MOBILE 19” RACK MOUNT TECHNOLOGY CART

**TC15** provides room for a projector and presentation materials on the top shelf and two pull out shelves for a laptop and document camera. Locking lower cabinet includes a 19” rack mount with front and rear door for easy access to cords.

**TC15FC** has the same features but includes a mounting pole for up to 42” monitors with a 200mm VESA mounting hole pattern.

**FEATURES**

- Lower cabinet features a 19” rack mount for DVD players and other electronics and is ideal for presentations and instructional use. Cart provides room for a data projector, notebook computer, and document camera with an option to mount up to a 42” flat panel monitor.

- **TC15FC** includes an aluminum pole and mounting bracket for up to a 42” flat panel monitor, 90 lbs maximum. Flat panel monitor must include a 200 x 200mm or 200 x 100mm VESA mounting hole pattern.

- Pull-out shelves are located on both the left and right sides and are 14”w x 20-3/4”d. Shelves have 3-1/4” clearance below the top shelf and pull out at a 37” standing height.

- Locking lower cabinet includes a 19” rack mount system with two shelves included and has front and rear locking doors for easy access to cords and controls. Cabinet may be equipped with a 4-outlet electrical unit, electrical unit is standard on TC15FF and TC15FCFF models.

- Top shelf is 42”H and reinforced to accommodate an aluminum 28” flat panel mounting pole. Flat panel mounting pole is standard with the TC15FC and TC15FCFF models.

- Heavy-duty 1” square tubular legs with “W” bracket shelf design for maximum strength.

- All-steel construction with die pressed shelves.

- Features an average 30% post-consumer recycled steel and an environmentally friendly powder paint finish.

- 4” Quiet-Glide stem casters, two are locking. Each caster is load rated to 115 lbs.

- **TC15FF** and **TC15FCFF** include a UL & C-UL listed, surge protected, 4-outlet electrical assembly with on/off switch and 20’ grounded power cord. Electrical unit mounts inside the lower cabinet.

- Available in an environmentally friendly Black (-BK) powder paint finish.